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A great book on being the best you can be Dale Henry writes great books about how exactly to build self-
self-confidence and how to find the very best for yourself. Dale Henry present his ideas. A MUST FOR
ANYONE WORKING WITH, FOR,OR ABOUT PEOPLE! Yes, there is usually some overlap in his message
with various other self-help books, but in my view, it's his delivery and stories that make his message stick
in your mind. I totally look at people (beginning in my own family members) in a fresh way. It's worth
having. Henry. Great book Five Stars Fantastic read!Purchase it all, and if you are not satisfied, I will buy
it back again from you! But while I was at his website I discovered he also offers this book obtainable in
audio. I bought this book in the airport last week as I came across the name interesting. I browse it in
one plane ride (longer one but one) and couldnt place it down. It is funny, useful and inspirational. It really
is exclusive and I cant state enough. The speakers in every story used the same voice. In addition, it
surprised me using its Christian principles and I applaud the article writer. You'll be making the world a
better place as you feel the PRIZE to those around you. To me that's essential because the majority of
the books I've read in this genre don't stick with you after you have turned the last page, yet Dale's will.
This one is certainly no exception and will be offering great insights in how to get the best of yourself and
others. Even people he had just met. I also like his theme about "getting the prize". Book is good, Audiobook
is even better I first heard of Dale Henry at a corporate event I actually attended where he gave the

keynote speech. I in fact was assigned this book for a graduate management class. This man's love of life
and lifestyle changed my heart! Simply outstanding publication. I was especially put off by how the writer
made his characters often address him as Dr. It really is like a sequel to "How to Win Friends and
Influence People" Each and every time you see a container of cracker jacks on the shop shelf, you'll be
reminded of Dale's problem for YOU to become the PRIZE that God wants you to be. Completely the
greatest presenter I have ever listened to. How do they know he previously a PhD? Five Stars A very good
experiance. A Silly Book The writer couldn't decide if he was writing a self-help book or a religious book. He
was terrific. Plus there can be an extra disc included of him offering a live demonstration which is just
wonderful! His stories were funny and insightful. He himself found as a very approachable person. Actual and
right down to earth, but highly energetic. And his Southern Tennessee accent (or wherever it's from) only
added to the presentation. His story about shopping for pants and what happened will probably be worth
the cost of the book by itself. So I got one as well.I'll just tell the book is fantastic. Not as great mainly
because his live performance, but nonetheless worth having. After the system there was an extended
collection to buy his publication. I bought his publication based on this, somewhat of a downfall based on his
in-person presentation. Among the best investments We have available in a book. Absolutely the greatest
presenter I have ever listened to I saw Dr.Right now after reading his book I decided to have a look at
his website and see if he had written any others. Live on stage is definitely where I think he shines
best.Bill outstanding read and inspirational We was pleasently surprised. And he himself does the reading. The
audience cherished him. Apparently he hasn't (at least not that I could find). To anyone who's joy run's out
long before the day is done, I recommend this book. I believe listening to the writer read the book and
hearing his live demonstration is better still than reading the reserve. But then once again, I'm a big
audiobook fan.Therefore until Amazon decides to transport the audiobook (iTunes doesn't have it either) I
would say either buy the reserve from Amazon or if you are into audio, go to the authors site and
purchase the audiobook there. Your life will never become the same after reading this book. What an
Encouragement!! It was created on a elementary level and it was obvious that all the anecdotes were
fabricated by the writer. I have no idea why Amazon doesn't sell the Audiobook edition, but I desire they

did. Above my expectations We was excited to receive my book, but a lot more excited when I saw that it
was signed by the author. How cool!
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